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DANISH
DESIGN
EXHIBIT

to such an elaborate sup
ply of goodies. Everyone
went away slightly zonked
and very well fed- every
one who was at the open
ing, that is- and with
a good idea of what's
newest and available in
Danish design. Consul
General and Mrs. ErikSaggitarius I Mdyer from the Consulate
in New York were present
Sunday n i gh t was D anish
as official representa
night i n Providencetives of the Danish gov
or at least on Prospect
ernment, and greeted the
Street.
(The Portu
guests most cordially.
guese had t h e i r own th ing
Amidst the displays of
going on down i n Fox
oiled wood, moulded plas
Point).
The occasion
tics gleaming flatware,
was the opening of the
and textured upholstery
Danish Design Exhibit;
in the gallery, and out
f i v e rooms o f Danish
onto the canopied terrace,
h om e f u r n i s h i n g s , f r o m
the party swirled. It
stereo sets t o plumb
was rich and full of life.
ing fi x tu r e s, t o be on
It brought to Woods-Gerry
view at the Woods-Gerry
faces not often seen in
Gallery through Sep
that vicinity; I can't
tember 29th.
The spread
for the occasion,

catered from New York,
was opulent, lavish,

elfegan11y served',"" and

cha rac te r f s t i ca I 1 y

Dan ish.

-Danish cheeses, dec
orated with grapes,
strawberries, and
mandarin orange
sections.
-Danish open-faced
hors d'oeuvres, with
succulent smoked
salmon and black
caviar and peeled
shrimp, surrounded by
fresh d i l l and other
ga rnishe s.
-Danish beer, in great
quantity, kept iced
(and plenty of the
best liquor as well).
-Danish cheese-serving
and hors d'oeuvrespassing g i r ls , a l l
smiles, courtesy of the
Danish Cheese Associa
tion.
-Danish furs by Birgen
Christensen, being
walked around on stu
dent models- prices on
request for the furs,
and in vita tion s to fee l
and admire.

-Danish posters, bro
chures, imprinted paper
napkins and matchbooks
and cu touts, free for
the taking
Designed and packaged
by the Danish Trade Organ
ization in Copenhagen,
the show is an official
function of the Danish
government
We owe them
thanks for bringing the
exhibit to the School of
Design and for treating us

S a g i tta r i u s I I
The packaged show which
presents works by Danish
designers to the view
ing public o f Providence's
East Side heralds the
beginning o f Woods-Gerry
Gallery's current season
of weekly (and occasion
ally biweekly) exhibi
tions. Perhaps Danish
Des'9n Exhibit heralds
something else as we ll ;
the subtle extension
of the RISD Administra
tion's "principled con
cern" to other areas
of the School of Design
which are considered
vagabond or embarras
sing to our officers.
But before dealing wit h
t h i s , a few words about
the current exhibition.
"Chic" and "elegant"
might be suitable - but
too brief- descriptions
f o r t h e assemblage o f

help wondering who some
of those people were.
The faculty was invited,
b u t fe w c a v n c - n o u r c h i -

furniture,

lighting

accessorios ,
anrt clerical

t?cfs of-* trfial

household
utensl1«,

d/i j i turns of decor. ouL
perhaps the most appro
priate Is the term

designers , or none clutc
I saw, and I looked.

The Administration of the
school on the other hand

was well represented.
Students, except those
modelling the furs, were
excluded from the opening,
then there might have
been an educational
component of some im
portance coming from the
show
The precisely sta
ted concepts of design
which accompany the ex
hibit (they assure us of
the designer's responsi
bility to the public)
do not make up for that
lack and again are di
rected to potential cus
tomers, and not to stu
dents of design
Nor is
it as if the show affords
students an opportunity
to see things that are
ordinarily not available
to them, in the way of
design
Design Research,
the Upper Story, Roitman's, New Interiors;
Ashby Dean, they have it
all and then some. As
a matter of fact,,the
Woods-Gerry gallery was
transformed into a min
iaturized Design Research

"tas tefu1 ". No one who
sees the exhibition w i l l
be "put off" or "put down"
or "confused" or "angry"
or "challenged".
Most o f

the visual ideas presen
ted i n the work have had

Doubled
tt

This is the first in
a series of weekly reviews of exhibitions and
other manifestations of
art around RISD. So as
not to compromise the
artistic license of Sagitarii I and II3 their
true identity will be
withheld.

p r e v i o u s . e x p os u r e i n
"bet t er" stores such as
D e s i g n R e s e a r c h i n C a m
bridge, where "t aste" has
a price tag. Taste is
v ir t ual ly impossible to
define becuase i t i s
something gracefully ac
quired, agressively
grasped or passively
"gotten into".
But one
might venture to claim
thal

"t a s t e " I n v o l v e s a

V.r.-.d#\.ermlne.»

ues

Vihlc-.h a r e

cat

v«\-

stringent

end hierarchical. ~hIch
aim at as ta
bf ishing ha—

metic and unassailable
conditions, and which
above al l are convincing
to a broad spectrum of
the affluent class.
(fp/ur/iuufh <?*>

Our Lady of Fatima
home She is sb'yi
Won't answer questions
Her younger brother tags
along, not sure about how
•*
to react to the camera
First scene. Open on
Cut to church meeting
interior of Manny Almefrom B & W Alder
Men
dia's ring side lounge
discussing
concessions
and
Pan from a table view
parade
route
Disagreement
Established mood and lo 
about lights on church
cation
One minute scene;
Some men want them,say
discussion of procession
it's
festive
The kids
upcoming celebration
like
it
The
priest
says
Camera, (as patron) rises,
No
Too
expensive
Too
moves through the door,
gaudy
Men are disappoin
and o ut onto afternoon
ted
by
acquiesce
Further
Wickenden Street
Sound
discussion
about
cos
of procession band as
tumes and parts in fes
camera moves north on
tivities
Wickenden to Ferrara's
Cut back to mother work
Sweet Bread Bakery,
ing
on daughter's costume,
scenes of children and
white
feathered wings
neighbors
Briefly es
Close
up*on conversation
tablish characters
and
discussion
of feast
Music fades as camera
menu
Surry
and
pan
enters bakery
Short
neighborhood
Pick
up
transaction Up on bak
mood
and
atmosphere
ery sounds
Conversation
Shots of old women, grand
with employees about bus
mothers in shawls and dark
iness and the feast
As
clothes
Little wise
this is completed, a little
assed
kids
Loud questions
girl is leaving with loaf
of bread. Follow her

Fatima; first daughter of
Mohammed, wife of
Ali.

Anticipation
Excitement
into stores in the neigh
borhood^
Hold o n shot of
1895 mirror-framed Jesus
print
Laundramat conver
Now that Harry has gone,
sation
Stoop sweeping
and the summer months have
Cut to church, Sunday
soothed our memories, we
morning Pan crowd. Slow
had to come up with
on familiar faces
End of
something else to write
sermon
Then, announcements
Folio will be a
about
about celebration after
weekly series of 2 to 3
wards
Meeting of Aldermen
pages devoted to a dif
and Officers. Arranging
ferent department each
and assigning duties
week. The idea of the
Cut to close up of phone
series will be to provide
call Sound; one sided
a place for each depart
treasurer bargaining for
ment to present their ideas Narragansett true*.
and work and to communicate
Cut to downtown, the
to those who have little
Outlet, uluult;i
mother ana
and cCni
hildren
knowledge of the field, such
buying clothes for
as freshmen, trustees, even the procession
undergraduates in other
Cut to Narragansett
fields. The pages will be
truck pulling into the
prepared by the depart
celebration site in front
ment, with help from us
of the church, drift to
where they need it.
steeple and down to busy
Double Take will ap
preparation scene
pear weekly, although not
Cut to family dinner
always bearing the sig
tables and back to night
natures of both featured
time site as lights go on
reviewers in each edition.
and band sets up. Conver
Publish or Perish.'.'
sations with hangers on
Contribute to the P ress
drunks and non-church mem
bers .
and e xpose yourself. As
always, we solicit all
Slowly up on band noises
forms of student and
and dancing
Confusion
faculty creativity.
Hubub and general bachaFor information and/or
nalia
Shots of the
contributions, do come
priest
Lights Beer
to our meetings in the
trucks and concessions
as families walk to
SAO office on Tuesday
Time exposure of scene
church
Solemn shots of
nights at 7:30p.m. We
as sound fades, dies and
the
previous
night's
need people to help so
switches to morning
drunken
crazies.
licit ads in the Prov
Cut to family's pro
Dut to the high church
idence area, for a ten
cession preparations.
officials
arriving in
percent commissioi .
Mothers fixing daughthers'
cars .
hair
Children waiting aAerial (as bigb as pos
round impatiently for
ftS U)£ cw-r//ui;£~ To

editor's note
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parents.

Shots of streets

siblel views o £ costumed

people

arriving

Cut to Sunday school
room last minute prepararations
Serious hair
combing
Tie adjustments
Cut to men in robes pre
paring the statues.
Cut to the bands arriving,
tuning up, joking
Cut to the cardin.Tl
drinking coffee, checking

the mirror before his
guarded ring-kissing
appearance
Cut to amazed drunks
and transvestites outside
the Martin Luther King Jr
and Robert F. Kennedy
Poor People's Park.
Stunned out of their stu
por by hundreds of cleaneared little kids, blue
uniformed band members,
anxious walkie-talkie
armed priests, and a fat,
confused, motor cycle cop
Scenes of Wickenden Street
Traffic stopped, lined with
spectators' Instamatics
ready, lawn chairs in posi
tion
Shooting the neigh
borly breeze waiting the
main attraction
Catch the little girls
holding their red ribbons'
hair done, itchy impa
tience in Outlet white
Fathers observing,
frantic advisors advising
The cardinal polishing his
ring with saliva from the
flocks of profuse kisses
Silent groans from the
bearers of immense gold
leaf Madonna
Thfe alcoho l
ic woman crying, the bands
in step and out of tune
The extravaganza moves
through the streets . Snap
shot fission and memory
fusion just like last
year
Past their own
houses through their own
neighborhood and closer to
God
Ned Levine

RISD Clubs
At the present time the
following clubs and organ
izations are active at
RISD;
Professional or Departmen
tal Clubs
AD Contacts (Architectural
Studies)
Art Ed. Society (Teacher
Education)
Ceramics Society
Fine Arts Society
Glass Club
Graduate Studies
Industrial Design Society
Metalsmithing Society
Photographic Ed. Society
Silkscreen Club
Publications
Ishmael (collaboration with
Brown Magazine)
RISD Press
1973 Portfolio (RISD
yearbook)
Hobby or Special Int-erpgt
Clubs

Camera Club (for those not
taking photography only)
Tap Dancing
Modern Dancing
Drama
Film Society
Motorcycle
Newman Club (Roman
Catholic religious and
social)
Puppet Club (mainly a
wintersession project)
Sailing Club
Ski Club
Tae Kwon Do (Karate.etc.)
• l ec t

Lubs.failed
t<
led to

officers

fo
or

1973-

academic year. Mr Allen
would like to hear from
members of each club to
find out who will be the
responsible member who
signs up and collects
dues from new members,
prepares the budget and
acts as student council
delegate and contact.
As soon as there are
officials established,
new members will be
added to each group.
Usually each club sets
a time and plan for its
initial meeting
Pro
spective members are
invited to join at
this time
Should a group of
students wish to form a
new organization for
whatever purpose they
should;
(1) arrange to meet with
other interested students
(2) write a short para
graph setting down the
aims and purposes of the
new group
(3) elect a leader per
term to speak for the
group
(4)Introduce a resolu
tion at a meeting of the
student board that the new
group be accepted for
membership in the student
association.
There will be a brief
meeting, Friday at 4p.m
in room 412 C.B. for all
students interested in
Modern Dance.

In Search Of The Liberal Arts
..RISD's 'professional
requirements through
Claeson, who can show
offerings are balanced
courses a t Brown, given
y
ou the Brown course l i s t 
by a liberal arts cur
a b it of perseverance.
i
n
gs and di re ct you to the
riculum dedicated to a
That "cooperative ar
Brown re g i st r ar . The
broad humanistic question r a n g e m e n t b e t w e e n t h e t w o
main snag to beware of i s
ing through the study of
institutions" is a verbal
that both off ices must
historyliterature and
agreement that George
be informed of your ac
social sciences. Students B r a d l e y , R I S D ' s f o r m e r
tivities.
You must be
may also take courses at
r e g i s t r a r , made ma ny
registered at both o ff i 
nearby Brown University
years ago with his
ces, and should you
through a cooperative
counterpart up the h i l l .
drop a course, unreg
arrangement between the
And though any c oi n c i 
istered at both offices
two institutions."
dence between Brown and
or else an incomplete
Thus reads the i nt r o
duction to the Descrip
tion of the College i n
last year's school cata
logue.
I t is also the
only written information
students wi11 get on how
ro register for courses
at Brown.
F o r t h o s e w ho
have renounced the bene
f i t s of RISD's 1iberal
arts program or find the
selection too 1imiting,
o r for those who simply
d i d n ' t make i t i nt o the
courses they requested,
word of mouth i s al1
they have to go on to
fi n d happiness at Brown.

R I SD s c h e d u l e s i s p u r e l y
by chance, and average o f
120 RISD students per
semester register for
Brown courses, and approx
imately 80 Brown students
at RISD.

Jhe i n fl ux o f students
into any one course is
controlled, although i t
i s a problem only in a
few cases such as the
RISD Photo department,
which is very popular at
Brown.

It really isn't al1
that difficult to f i l l

To register for any
course a t BRown, you
must f i r s t get a written
permission from the head
of your department.
Then
you can wal t z down to t he

your

RISD

liberal

arts

credit

registrar,

Barbara

w i l l appear on your
transcript.
I f a course
conflicts with a studio
at RISD, your alma mater
takes precedent, so chart
the movements o f your
academia prudently.
This sit ua tio n does
not apply to graduate
students and a l l noncredit auditing of
courses must be arranged
separately by the i n di v i
dual . In addition, Ms..
Claeson has stated that
RISD w i l l accept l i b e r 
al arts or studio credits
with a grade of C o r
better from any accred
ited college, though
th is does not necessar
ily absolve you from de
partment. requirements.

Ccoiorucoeo

p*?*

PA$K i

In this case the exclu
sion of students makes one
wonder whether the pro
fessed educational pur
pose is the real purpose
of importing the Danish
Design Exhibit. To that
question I am forced to
conclude the answer is
No
No, that is, if we
talk about the education
of design students. Yes,
if we speak rather of the
education of that segment
of the buying public that
has real money to spend
on the expensive mod furn
iture and even more expen
sive mod furs- $1695.00
for a real swinging piece
of skin, dyed mink, I
think that one was
As
to that purpose, it oc
curs to me (in regard to
the furnishings) that a
proper extension of the
exhibit would be a small
(preferably Danish)
shuttle bus running be
tween Woods-Gerry and
Roitman 6c Sons' furni
ture showrooms on South
Main Street, where orders
could immediately be pro
cessed
Mr. Aaron Roitman, it
should be understood, was
one of the most moving
forces in bringing the
exhibit to the School of
Design, ^nd his name
appears prominently in
several places on the list
of local dealers avail
able at the exhibit.
The show, for all that
it gives us a chance to
see the best of Danish
design, constitutes an

elaborate and govern

ment-supported adver
tisement for Danish in
dustry and for those who
deal in its products
Let's be very mature and
admit to begin with that
design education is ne
cessarily and rightfully
involved in commercial
and mercantile operations
We train students, or so
we claim, to become pro
fessional designers; and
professional designers
design products to be sold.
That does not mean, how
ever, that the facilities
of the school, particularly
a gallery whose purpose is
to show student and facul
ty work, should be used
for a promotional gambit,
for dealers and trade or
ganizations involved in
marketing particular
wares. Commercialism in
design educat'on must al
ways be a factor, but it
should remain a factor in
the background
If it be
comes too prominent a force,
if it obtrudes, there is
always the danger that
students will pander to
market tastes, no mat
ter how elevated, and will
cease to be free in their
own inventions
That
freedom is one of the
significant benefits of
the years at school. Once
in the marketplace, it is
too late for that exper
ience of personal discov
ery.
Had students bee"
allowed to exhibit some

of their own work, even

if it w e r e not particu
larly Danish, had they

Double-4
0)

been involved in the design and mounting of the VV
exhibition and not just
as lackeys following
packaged instructions,
even though it was
supposedly for their
educational benefit that
the exhibiton was brought
here . Naturally one un
derstands that the open
ing of an exhibition is
not the exhibition it
self, and of course the
pieces (smoothly de
signed and tastefully
shown) can be inspected
at one's personal conven
ience and pleasure. Still,
an invitation, whether
accepted or not, does make
one feel wanted, and no
invitation makes one feel
somewhat slighted
For all of that, the
exhibit is perfect. The
displays are pristine,
the furniture exquisitely
made and certainly well
designed, the accessor
ies shown to their best
advantage. That it is
all of one stamp makes
little difference
Go
and see it
But remem
ber what you are seeing
We have at Woods-Gerry
a thinly veiled sales
pitch for retail business,
a highly commercial trade
show
And a trade show is
a trade show is a trade
show- and by any other
name would smell l i V c e
trade show, even if it
called Dun iah Desits" ^
hibit and sponsored by

Rhode Island School of

Design.

At The Museum

oume /u pnotographs by
Roger Birn, Vince Ferri
and Fred Pleasure will be
shown in the exhibition
Three Young Photographers
at the Museum of Art,
Sept. 20 through Oct. 21.
Mr Birn, a Kentuckian,
earned a B.A. from Colgat
University. From 1969-71
he attended the School of
Visual Arts, New York.
He has studied photograph
with Ralph Hattersley,
Jerry Uelsraann and Paul
Caponigro, among others
His

work

has

bcpn

Untitled, Roger Birn

Ceremonial Costumes from
Europe, America, and the
Orient will be on view at
the Museum of Art, Sept.
13 through Oct. 14. The
costumes are from the
Museum's Costume Center,
a collection of apparel
from all over the world.
The special exhibition,
first of the 1973-74
season, focuses on dress
for special occasions
Included are ecclesiastical
vestments, court attire and
holiday clothes. Some of
the garments are over 500
years old; some - incl u
ding religious and peas
ant wear - ar e similar
to types that are still
in use
Apprpriate furn
iture, artwork, jewelry
and a ccessories will be
displayed with the cos
tumes in order to impart
a deeper understanding
of the periods represented.
The costumes were selec
ted and prepared for ex
hibition by Miss Eleanor
Fayerweather, Curator
of the Costume Center,
and by J. Patrice Marandel, Chief Curator.
Miss Fayerweather will
give a correlated gallery
talk on Wednesday, Oct.
10 at 2p.m., followed
by a tea. The public may
attend

exhib

ited at the Soho Photo

Gallery

in

New

York

and

Gallerie for Creativ
Fotographie in Copenhagen
Denmark. The young photo

grapher teaches at the
Alternate Learning Projec
in Providence.
Vince Ferri was born in
Brooklyn, attended C.W.
Post College and was a
staff photographerfor the
Suffolk (N.Y.) Sun and th<
U.S. Army in South Viet
Nam
He has free-lanced
for Fortune and Scientifi<
American magazines. His
work has been shown at the
Soho Photo Gallery - which
he helped create - and is
in the collection of the
Museum of Modern Art, New
York
The free-lance
photographer lives in
Providence.
A New Yorker, Fred
Pleasure attended Colum
bia University and had his
own commercial photography
studio from 1962-70. In
1970, he began working on
abstract and portrait
photography studio from
1962-1970. In 1970, he
began working on abstract
and portrait photography
and writing on approaches
to image making. His work
has been exhibited at the
Carl Siembab Gallery,
Boston
Mr. Pleasure
makes Long Island City,
N.Y. his home
On Wednesday, Sept.
26th at 2:00p.m. Mr.
Pleasure will give a
gallery talk followed by
tea

A bojjelek, dark blue

sleeveless peasant coat
from Albania, is elabo
rately decorated in

Turkish motives. Coats
like these are still worn
throughout southeastern
Europe.

A 14th-century ctiausuble (left) is one of the Ceremonial Costumes on view at the
Museum through Oct. 14. A detail of its richly embroidered orphrey is on the right

ILLUSTRATION
The new rooms in the Auditorium Building

saga

7

There will be more of a
tendency towards actual
projects on the junior
level this year than be
fore. Judy Goodwin, a
new member of the faculty,
will have her students do
work for brochures and
mailers for a restoration
/preservation project in
Venice. Rojer Pontbriand
is arranging with paper
companies and printers
to exchange samples for
corresponding student art
work. Juniors will make
a field trip to a print
ing house to see the tech
nical details of the
process. Mahler Ryder,
who in addition to his
teaching will continue
to run his community
project for kids at the
public library, has
arranged to bus the sophmores to New York City to
see the annual exhibit of
the Society of Illustrators
They will also participate
in the annual competition
where last year a sophmore won one of the major
awards.

•
There are areas in the
field of illustration
which are well defined
and, traditionally,
stressed as possibilities
for students- editorial,
advertising and book il
lustration being the most
prominent. These areas
should continue to be the
basic structural program
of the department. How
ever, students will be
exploring many areas such
as film animation, video,
silkscreening, lithogra
phy, graphics, typography.
There will be visiting
lecturors through the year
who will be staying over
night, talking with stu
dents for two days rather
than the usual quickie.
The sophmores will be
given a survey course on
the history of illustra
tion for the first time
in five years.

These illustrations, which appeared in the Providence
Journal, were done by RISD students who graduated
last Spring.
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The Danish Design Ex
Becuase the e xhib itio n
hibit f u l f i l l s this par
f
a
re for previous years
t i cu l a r l y because i t
h
a
s been so varied at
has l e f t nothing to
t
h
e
gallery- a scruffy
chance; not i n the l a 
show h ere, an outrage
bels, (authoritatively
ous one there, a tot al
typographic information
failur e, a superb success
laminated in plastic),
-the gallery has been
nor the display piatasked to elucidate i t s
forms, and not even in
p o l i cy; and i t has com
th e people who se t up
plied; "no prejudgement
the show (although the
of exhibition material..."
Danish Exhibit Designers
So o ne could say t ha t
who n ormally accompany
Danish Design is part of
the show a s i t tours the
the overall variety.
country are reluctantly
Up t o now, t h e " p o l i c y "
permitting a Philadelhas kept Woods-Gerry open,
phian - Woods-Gerry
f re e , unmolested, and
Gallery Director Jack
imageless.
Is i t possi
Massey- to reluctantly
ble to detect a shove
install i t ) . There is
from behind? Can one
practically no risk o f
barely perceive the
a poor installation
guiding hands o f those
because of the extensive
concerned with giving
pre-packaging of the ex
the galJery an image;
hibit.
Visitors to the
that of "taste"? | n
five galleries on the
the second place,
f i r s t f l oo r of WoodsRotiman and Sons'
Gerry Mans ion w i l l be
fu r ni t u r e compahy has
momently impressed.
displayed announcements
Everything looks so
of the exhibition in
PROFES SIONAL .'
But i s
the windows o f i t s South
it a little bit of
Main Street store, and
Denmark t o which we
has placed a large sign
are exposed, or a b i t
over i t s fron t door
of boutique-city; stain
which reads ( t as t e f u l ly ) ,
less steel consumership
for the affluent hip?

Doubled
Qj
Danish Days, September
17 ~ 29. Coinc identa lly,
these are also the dates
o f the showing of the Da
nish Design Exhibit at
Woods-Gerry.
Are Roitman and Sons' r e a l l y
interested in the exhi
bitions at RISD's g al
lery? Doubtful, since
none o f the more than
250 a r t i s t s who have ex
hibited in the gallery
over the past three
years have been accor
ded Roitman's window
publicity.
Roitman and
Sons' know that a poten
t i a l buyer can detect
immediately that the
s tuf f is presented
THAT W AY b e c a u s e i t i s
for sale, even though
i t s exposure a t RISD is
under the guise o f ac
celerated design informa
tion which is part of the
dialogue of visua 1
ideas.
In the third
place, RISD's Adminis
tratio n might possibly

be seeking an inappropriate 1iason as i t
yearns t o become respon
sible to the antipathetic
Providence community by
dispensing "class" to
mercantile operations.
One o f the q uick es t meth
ods for dissolving the
confidence of the viewers
who p a rt i c i p a t e i n the
a c t i v i t i e s o f WoodsGerry Gallery is for the
top-heavy administration
of this school to persist
in saturating the exhi
bition area with rig ht
eous "tas te" and to con
tinue meddling in the
a f f a i r s o f one of the more
dynamic e xh i b i ti o n pro
grams on the East Coast.
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Calendar
Friday

Sept. 21

last day of course changes

4 p.m.

CB 412

meeting of students interested in
Modern Dance

Saturday

Sept. 22

Sunday

Sept. 23
11:30 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

St. Stephen's Church
Upper Refectory

Episcopal Service
Catholic Mass

Sept. 24
7-10 p.m.

CB 412

Mr. Fink's

Sept. 25
7-10 p.m

(no tennis until Oct.2)
CB 412

Mr. Sprout's Film Class

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Friday

Fi'Class

Sept. 26
2:00 p.m.

Thursday

Events

Gallery Talk by photographer Fred
Pleasure in the RISD museum

3:30-4 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

CB 322
Aud .

Sept. 27
7:30 p.m.

Aud.

Sept. 28
6-8 p.m.

Aud .

Meeting Sculpture Dept.
Tap Dancing w/ Brian Jones

Film Society

"A Generation"

Tae Kwon Do Club

Recent photographs by
two Californians are on
display in an exhibit at
the University of Rhode
Island's Fine Arts Center
through November 20th.
Linda Connor received
a degree in photography
from the Rhode Island
School of Design and her
work is in several col
lections, including
George Eastman House,
Rhode Island School of
Design Museum, National
Gallery of Canada, and
Musee d'Aries, France.
Michael Bishop's
photographs are in var
ious collections, in
cluding George Eastman
House, National Museum
of Canada, and Musee
d'Aries, France.
For further informa
tion contact Joanne
Izzo 792- 2353 or
294- 3567 (home)

notes
Most of you are aware,
I am sure, of the tragic,
untimely death of Don
Gill. Don was one of the
instructors during the sum
mer transfer program.
John Udvardy, freshman
chairman, is arranging

People are needed to do
posters for AD Contact.
We have all the silkscreening equipment needed,
and t he Architecture Dept.
will pay for the costs .of
other meaia. Workstudy
people can use this as a
source of employment.
Contact Gloria Root at
box 956 or 245- 5816.
For sale, a Nikormat body
with a Nikkor-S Auto 1:1.4
50 mm lens - $1 90.00
Also, an Omega B-22 enlarger. With an El Nikkor
F 2/.8 enlarger lens.
Contact miboy Henry,
telephone 274- 5893
The Cranston Croup Home
for Retarded Adults wants
student volunteers to plan,
decorate and m ake illus
trations on walls to con
vert a building, formerly
a convent, into livable
quarters for above group,
phone 943- 2739.
Representative needed!
Earn $200.00+ each sem
ester with only a few hours
work at the beginning of
the semester. INTERNATION
AL MARKETING SERVICE,
519 Glenrock Ave , Suite
203, Los Angeles, Calif.
90024

ARMY & NAVY SURPLUS DISCOUNT
The Army-Navy Discount Store that is a MUSEUM too!!
Wild • Weird • Unusual • Interesting

(Mentioned in June "Vogue" and "Mademoiselle" magazines)
Footlockers * Trunks * Canvas * Tarpaulins * "^ruck & Boat
Covers * Life Rafts * U.S. Army Down Sleeping Bags * Army
Field Jackets * 13 Button Navy Wool Pants * Navy Bell-Bot
tom Dungarees * Fish Nets * Nazi Helmets * Antiques * Ships'
Wheels * Lights * Binoculars * Telescopes

Quaint shopping area and restaurants nearbv

262 Thames Street
Newport, R.T.

Open every day. Telephone
1-401-847-3073

For sale, Leitz 90mm lens
rare "00" Elmarit - $130.
Box 608 ,Scot
For sale, Leitz Pradouit
slide projector - $100.
Box 608 ,Scot
Apartment, 4 rooms plus
pantry. No lease. Rent
$85. plus utilities.
61 Bowen Street, off of
Benefit St. 4 blocks
from RISD. Available
October 20.
Inquire box 168
For sale, Pentaz Spotmatic with 55mm lens,
new (unopened) flash
attachment and glass
lens projector - $150 .
Call 861- 6288
Gay Women: for infor
mation concerning the
Providence Gay Womens'
Group, call 751- 1981

student
housing
Starting on Monday, Sept.
24th, I will be sitting
up in Homer Lounge, from
11:00 a.m. to 3:00 a.m.,
on Mondays and Tuesdays.
I will be available to
answer any questions, and
work on any problems
students may have .
If these hours don't
prove to be sufficient
they will be altered,
as needed. I will be
happy to talk with any
students living in
RISD housing. Any ideas,
suggestions, etc. you
can give me will be most
appreciated.
Marsue Cumming

some kind of appropriate
memoria1
If anyone would like to
be a part of a tribute to
Don, please send a donation
or pledge to Mr. Udvardy,
in care of the Freshman
Foundation
If anyone has ideas or sug
gestions as to some kind
of appropriate remembrance
for Don, please let Mr
Udvardy know. All sug
gestions and/or contri
butions are welcome.

WANTED - 19 73-74
delegates for the RISD
Student Council.
Each department should
elect or select one sophmore, junior, senior,
(supersenior), and each
freshman division should
have a delegate to the
new council. Each club
chairman and these new
electees should comprise
the council which passes
on legislation, ratifies
txie annual s tudent bud
get and e lects members
for faculty and trustee
committees as well as
electing a student board
to sum this year's student
affairs. It is important
that these selections be
made before October, and
that the names of the del
egates reach the SAO ,
(Box E-ll).

Welcome b ack a f t e r a
rathe r desperate summer
( i f you had to buy your
own food, a t l e a s t ) . So
to celebrate the li f t i n g
of the freeze on beef
prices, I offe r you th is
recipe f or what became
.known i n Providence as —
"NIXON STEAK "
2 l b . f i s h f i 1l e t
1 orange
1A c. melted butter
bread crumbs
1/2 c. milk
s a l t , pepper, cinnamon
Wipe the f i l l e t s w it h
a da mp c l o t h .
Soak i n
salted milk (1 tsp. s a l t ,
1/2 c. mi 1k) for 3 min.
Rol1 in 1/2 c. bread
crumbs and dot w i th but
ter.
Place i n greased baking
dish. Sprinkle with salt
and pepper.
Squeeze j u i c e from
orange.
Grate the r ind
and thin 1/4 c . o f j ui c e
with 1/4 c. melted butter.
Pour over f i s h.
Sprinkle fish with rind
and then cinnamon. Bake
at 450 t o 500 degrees fo r
10 m inutes per each inch
of thickness, plus 5 min.
for the sauce.
This i s supposed t o be
enough for 6 people,
but two o f us consumed al1
of i t one night i n August
when ham burger was up
CO
:? .
per pound.
We
used sole, but I think

ibluefish might be better.
It" a nyone t r i e s b l a e f i s h ,

I would really l ik e to
know how i t comes out .

Smokey Says:

And putting them out—
dead out!

Smokey Says:

Forest fire prevention means
being careful!

Wrs.^ealy s kitchen
While s t i l l on the
subject of food, I can
not withhold this informa
tion any longer:
I have
fi nal ly located what I
think to be just about
t h e b e s t p i z z a i n New
England (undoubtedly the
best in R .I.).
It's a
place called "Famous
Pizza" located in Coventry.
(To get there, go south
on 1-95 to Ex i t 10, Rte.
117.
Go w e s t o n 1 1 7 ,
through West Warwick, then
turn l e f t on Sandy Bottom
Rd.
I t ' s about 100 yards
down on the r i g h t on the
Sandy Bottom Shopping Cen
ter.)
The people who run
i t are Greek, and as I
s a i d , t h e p i z z a i s THE
B E S T.
Don't be shy, s i t
at the counter; watching
the kitchen makes the
whole thing very enjoyable.
I f you don't want to take
my w o r d f o r i t , t h e r e i s
a citation on the wal1
from the R.I. State
Legislature for their ex
cel 1ent pizza.
A lot of superficial
changes were made around
the school during the
summer, but b asic all y the
school i s s t i l l the same.
Some d e p a r t m e n t s t h a t
were re a l l y screwed up
last year are s t i l l screwed
up, though perhaps not as
bad1y.
Some of the biggest
changes have been i n the
Freshman Foundation,

not necessarily the cur
riculum, but the faculty.

Quite a few new p eople
have been hir ed and seen,
f o r the most p a r t , en
thusiastic about what
they wi l l be doing here.
I can't forget to mention
John Volvardy, who i s the
new head of Freshman Found
ation.
He had h i s shake
down cruis e as di r ec t o r
o f t h e S um m e r T r a n s f e r
Program, and, from a l l
reports received, handled
i t pretty well (although
some o f the summer f a c u l t y
were scorned by the stu
dents) .
Another change that
was extremely s urpris in g
was the resig nati on Mon
day of Mrs. Hami1 ton.
(Most people know her as
t h e woman f r o m t h e A d m i s 
sions O f f i c e who s i t s a t
the desk on the f i r s t
flo or a t Woods-Gerry.).
She was o nly one year
away from re tireme nt, and
she had worked here for
a number of years.
To the
be st o f my knowledge, she
was u niv e rsall y 1iked
by students, faculty and
administration.
She did
not c i t e reasons o f health,
so i t makes one wonder
whether or not she just
g o t fed up w i t h some o f
the crap that goes on
around here, which she
knew about, but about
which she could do nothing.
A lo t o f p e o p l e h a v e a
lot of questions about
admissions policies and
admissions i n general.

Maybe we can get some
answers t o some o f these
questions soon.
Speaking of questions
and answers, I ' d l i k e to
thank Merlin Szosz and
President Rantoul for
the great Relief Printmaking and Bookbinding
courses being offered
this fal1.
Getting back to food,
many people w i l l be sad
to hear that Smith's
Restaurant on Atwells
Ave. had a f i r e t h i s sum
mer which completely de
stroyed the building.
Plans are in the making,
however, t o rebuild i t
much l i k e i t was before.
I ' l l t r y to keep you posted
on when they w i l l reopen.
I would 1ike t o say
that anyone who thinks
they have a re ally great
recipe for something and
would l ik e to share i t ,
can just drop i t o ff at
RISD Box F-7 o r the news
paper of fice .
I will also
tr y to answer any questions
you might send on cooking
o r auto mechanics (my
second love).
NEXT WEEK:
that Magi
cal Mystery--baking a
cake from scratch and not
ending up with a mess.
(Not only t h a t , but fan
tastic frosting, too.)
One word of explanation,
Mrs. DeaAy As alive and
well in her North Main
Street studio.

Christ and Donald Duck
Smokey Says:

Please . .. don't you be
responsible!

Smokey Says:

There's no fun on the forest
fire side!

I t gives me g reat p l e a 
sure to inform you that
businessman are working
t o open up two new Disneyland-type parks.
One i s
t o be known a s Holy Land
USA. To c i t e the won
ders i t wi l l contain will
make i t i r r e s i s t i b l e to
you. Can you imagine a
101-foot-high statue, in
color of Jesus Christ set
on a t h ir t y -f o ot base,
i 1 1 u m iant e d a t n i g h t ?
There w il l also be a
Noah's Ark Zoo, a netfishing expedition on
the Sea o f G a l il e e , a
Jonah's whale to swallow
you up, and a genuine
Tower of Babel to siide
down.
You w i l l be a ble
t o tour Hell and Heaven
and watch David zap Goliath.
The other new p ark o f
fun and piety i s called
B ib l e W o r l d.
1 1 w i 1.1 b e
located near Disneyworld,
Tarzan Land, Wild Kingdom,
and Sea World i n th e
northeastern section of
Florida, and area that
i s becoming Fantasy
Center, USA.

Plans f o r B ib le Land
are not complete, but
there should be a Solo
mon's Temple and a Pales
tinian Village with na
t ive atmosphere, plus
hot and cold running
Coca-Cola. Also planned
i s a Garden o f Gethsemane
where the Bible World
S in g e r s w i 1 1 p e r f o r m .
There w i l l be a Passion
Play and a marionette
show, too.
Bible Land wi11 display
1,000 linear feet of the
finest religious paint-ngs
ings done with the bestr
Rembrandt o i l s on Bel
gian canvas.
I t wi1l be
a gas, and the promoters
a re going t o make money
because, as they say,
"our subject matter has
been pre-sold fo r 2,000
years. Let Ch rist be
known as Donald Duck."
(reprint from

The Progressive)

THE RISD FILM S OCIETY PRESENTS

ANDRZEJ WAJDA'S

A GENERATION
!
•J
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Thursday Sept.27 7:30
RISD Auditorium 75^
;K »
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Mi s s R h o d e I s l a n d m e e t s A t \ a r v t \ c C \ t y
»v ri/vi smith
Atlantic City prides itself on being known as the world's
playground. But the- world has long since stopped
coming to play there. Now only people from Atlantic
City or Philadelphia come to bask on its beaches.
It is a dying city, rotting behind its boardwalk and 7
mile long beach. One by one the old hotels have folded
up and faded away. The beaches are still crowded, but
not with the likes of Jackie Onasis. There is no jet port
for the jet set. The grace is gone, replaced by the radio
voice of Richie Ashburn and Coppertone signs
But there is one week when Atlantic City gets its youth
back. It is a week of dreams and excitement, of funky
Americana. It is Miss America week.
Patti Garrahy had never thought she would end up in
the world's playground, much less as MisS Rhode Island.
She had been 'chubby' most of her life, until junior year
in high school, when she started going to modeling
school. From there, she began her climb towards Miss
Rhode Island 1973 in her quest for the Miss America
title.
The Miss America Pageant has run into hard times. The
Feminist Movement views the whole thing with outrage,
with the state queens seen as people with plastic smiles
and pea brains, as women who are letting themselves be
abused and exploited.
'I had thought it would be regimented and impersonal,
but no one told me to do anything. They let me be the
person I wanted to be. You just feel like smiling,' Patti
observed. T am not a life time pageant person. The Miss
America Contest is different, it stands out. It is the only
one that offers a scholarship. I don't agree with strictly
beauty pageants. Miss America goes a lot by in
telligence and the interview.'
'It never bothered me before when people put the
pageant down, but now it does. They don't know what
it's like. It's a w onderful thing. Everyone is friendly and
warm, and it's not a phony warmth. The people are
genuine. I wish more people understood, because T V.,
just doesn't transmit the excitement,' she continued.
It is a dream-like world in which the state queens exist.
It is a world short of time, hurdling its way towards
Saturday and Bert Park's solo.
'I felt like a star,' Patti said. 'Everyone was excited to
be there. There is really no sense of competition. You
are already a winner and even if you are not a finalist
when you go home you are still a winner.' During that
week, Patti lived by the motto that she placed over her
bed in the Empress Motel: 'Nothing is more important
than this day.'
She and her parents landed in Philadelphia on Sunday,
September 2. From there they took a chartered plane to
Atlantic City; the great trains that used to visit there
have stopped running. She stayed at the Empress Motel
with her chaperone, because the great resort hotels are

no louver very «renl or very numerou*
'Every minute is p l a n n e d , ' P a t t i p o i n t e d o u t . T h e
festivities really b e g i n T u e s d a y night w i t h t h e M i s s
America parade, for which the city pulls out all stops. It
is held on the boardwalk. The ol d come and sit i n th eir
lawn chairs, buy their programs and memorize the girls'
names so that when they are driven by in their con
vertibles they can call out 'Hey Patti/ or 'Hey Sue,' and
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saw i n t h e pa rade, th e p e o p l e o f A tlan tic Ci ty we r e ve ry
fr ie nd ly. S ome w ou l d ev en com e t o your m o t el r oo m
just t o see m e, or get my autograph or w i s h m e g oo d
l uc k/ In desc ribin g t h e atmos phere o f t h e p arad e a n d
t h e general

pageant a tmo sphe re Patti said, ' It brings

people together, mostly o l d people, and g ives t he m
happiness.
So many bad things bring people
together, its good to have something like Miss America
bring people together for a good cause.'
In this dream-like atmosphere most of the cares and
problems of the world are forgotten. For a week the
corruption of the Atlantic City police force can be
pushed aside, or the impending fireman's strike, or the
fact that sales are down. Even the problems that are
created by the pageant itself are often ignored.
'The Miss New New Hampshire controversy was not so
big there. It was not until I got home that people asked
me about it. I think they built it up too much. Michele
(Miss New Hampshire) felt badly.' According to Patti
there were no hassles. 'I thought some of the girls would
be show offs, or conceited, but none were. All the girls
helped each other. I felt equal to Miss New York, and
Miss California.' In regards to Miss Kentucky, the only
black contestant, Patti observed, 'She was the only
black, well, I was the only red head. It was the same
amount of difference. It didn't matter.' To Patti, the
pageant was Camelot, 'I feel guilty saying nothing was
wrong,' she added.
Wednesday through Friday are devoted to preliminary
competitions, and interviews. They take place in the
convention hall before an audience, but it is Saturday
night when the important decisions are made. It is a
spectacular big enough to satiate the biggest ego. 'The
whole thing just captivated me. As much as people put,
it down that sort of thing does a lot for you. I like to get
attention. You work all your life for a night like that and
finally you get rewarded and it makes all the work
worthwhile.'
'I would have cried if I had won/ Patti said. But Miss
Rhode Island did not win. She was one of those chosen
to watch. Patti was standing next to Miss Texas when
the 10 finalists were read off. 'I was listening to them
read the names off and I kept wondering why they
hadn't called out Miss Texas. Finally they did. She was
last one. And then it hit me. They hadn't called out my
name.' She continued, 'I had mixed feelings, I enjoyed
watching the ten finalists but I was also looking forward
to going home and seeing my friends, but now that I'm
home I keep wishing I could relive certain minutes
again.'
According to Miss Rhode Island, there are no bitter
feelings the morning after. She herself has no regrets. 'I
Continued on Page Two

/

After Atlantic City

rrosh fiuit

people.
S he looks forward to the
Continued from Page One
did the best I could. I was myself, and feel I remaining months of her reign as Miss
was a good ambassador for the state of Rhode Island, and the Miss Rhode Island
She is home now, returned to as normal a pageant where she will be able to dance
life as a Miss Rhode Island can, attending and perform withmut the weight of
-Rhode Island College, where she is a soph- competition bearing on her.
more. For the future Patti sees ballet and
Patti's time as queen of Rhode Island will
dance as just a hobby, and plans to enter end. But she will have her memories of that
into social work. 'I'm very liberated,' she week when she was one of 50 picked out of
insisted. 'Who's really to say what is 70,000 contestants. She will i have her
liberated but yourself. Some people want memories of hearing people call her name
to be housewives, they enjoy that, that's while she floated by in her Olds, of Bert
liberated. I agree with some of the women's Parks, and a convention hall jammed with
lib, like equal pay for equal work, and day humanity. And Atlantic City and the people
care centers, but I don't agree with of Atlantic City have their memories too.
abortion, and I don't favor Gay Lib at all.' The old people will get back their photos
In Patti's opinoin, there should be a Miss and find their flashes weren't strong
America for men, or if you will, a Mr. enough. But they'll remember that wave
America. According to her, 'Boys are just as they got, that precious wave, and the
talented as girls.'
catchy little tune played by the Absecon
Nothing, according to Patti, has changed Senior High School Marching Band as it
much. 'To my friends I'm still Patti. I have sauntered down the boardwalk of Atlantic
grown a lot and learned, and gotten to meet City.
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THE HENDRIX EXPERIENCE ISHERE!
A new film —
Hendrixat his peak.
The historic
Berkeley Concert,
Memorial Day 1970.
With Mitch Mitchell
and Billy Cox.
Fly High.

Directed by
Peter Pilafian,
in color from
New Line Cinema.
"A must see for all
Hendrix fanatics and
rock music fans'
N Y Hera ld

PI I

ICf'LOVE IS HARD TO Gl I a hilarious new spoof on samurai flicks and K)'s serials
LUji with Peter Bergman, star of Fircsign I heat-re as love-crazed gorilla, Nasi Goreng.

The Elmwood Theatre in conjunction with
The Brown Film Society presents
A Rhode Island premier
Tuesday at 8 P.M. one show only
The Elmwood Theatre 786 Elmwood Ave.
Admission: Brown students $1.00
all others $1.50
Tickets available at Union Office, Faunce House and at door the remainder of the week at
normal price $2.50.

Miss Rhode Island's official publicity photo
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Jimmy's Pizzeria
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. ONtove ice Cmqty Caef)Vto$s85 Benevolent St.
corner of Brook St.
deliveries: 621-9000
beer, wine, cocktails served
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East Side Sound Studio
97 Governor St
PROVIDENCE, R.I. 02906

Phone 421-7854
We Service All Makes of Stereo
Equipment, Tape Recorders,
Receivers, Turntables, etc.

Books

Silverberg's sci-fi
dying Inside
Robert Silverberg
[Scribners]

jectionable.
What
is
occasionally
troublesome is the book's pedantry. Selig is
a pedant, and the narration is primarily first
Robert Silverberg is possibly the word's
person, so the constant culling of quotes
most competent writer. He is a Columbia
from Joyce, Beckett, Eliot, et al, is usually
graduate, proficient in many languages, a
apropos, but Silverberg indulges to excess.
true man of letters. He writes children's
Bit players appear carrying copies of
books, textbooks (archaeology and Ulyssess or Modern Poetry, and three times
geology), novels, and edits anthologies Yet
Silverberg quotes at great length from the
because the bulk of his output is
term-papers Selig is writing for his clients.
generically science fiction, he has written
After having slaved over them once
for twenty years without gathering the
himself, the reader is reluctant to again
meagerest reputation in so called
delve into "The Novels of Kafka" or "The
respectable literary circles. Thankfully,
Electra Theme in Aeschylus, Sophocles and
Scribner's has published his latest novel
Euripides." The papers, as Selig observes,
Dying Inside, as straight fiction, thus
are typical sophomoric bullshit, and, as
avoiding most of the unfortunate stigma
Silverberg should have observed, have little
attached to the sf genre.
bearing on the development of the
Syinf Inside is the story of the life of
character. (It is unfortunate that the third
David Selig, a middle-aged Columbia
term-paper" is an introspective selfgraduate who ekes out a modest living
analysis by Selig, very important to the
ghostwriting termpapers for students at his
book, the average reader might easily skip
old alma mater (as did Silverberg, some this, expecting more pedaftry.)
time ago). The only speculative element in
These, however, are the only weak points
the book, the only fact that could peg it as
in a novel of overall brilliance. This must be
science fiction, is that David Selig is a
Silverberg's most personal novel, shifting
telepath. He can read minds. As the book
frequently in and out of autobiography,
opens, Selig is forty-one, balding, alone and
adding to its believability. Silverberg
unfulfilled, and the power is fading, he
obviously knows himself, knows Selig,
must learn to cope in a world of wintry
knows his voice, and he delivers his
silence. Here Silverberg has avoided the
statement in flawless tones. Even the
use of telepathy for its own sake, he has
hazardous switches from first to third
evaded the banality of the science-fictional
person in alternating chapters are starcliche by using it as a powerful metaphor tlingly effective. Silverberg seldom fails at
for loss, decay, death. The power is the only whatever he attempts. His is the freedom of
thing, Selig feels, that distinguished him confidence.
from lesser mortals, through it he has
Dying Inside is eminently competent, as
known his greatest ecstasies, his deepest are all Silverberg's books, but it surpasses
despairs. And it is going from him. Thus, mere competence. Here he has found
Dying Inside is n ot the story of a telepath, something bright and painful at the core of
but of a man.
his being, and has wrought it into a
In flashbacks we learn Selig's life, how he compelling novel, a true and evocative
was shaped by the strange ability he very vision of what it is like to be dying inside:
early learned to keep hidden, how it "Time leaches the colors from the best of
hindered him, and caused him im visions. Entropy beats us down. Everything
measurable anguish But we see too that
Selig IS primarily Selig. power or no, for his

Wh.T..

11 IS hurl '

through

Nyguist's

Selig wonders prowling

mind

And

Nyguist

probing Selig, asks, "Why do you feel so
sorry for yourself, David?"
Silverberg's acute sense of mortality
carries this book. It is a depressing novel,
filled with themes of resignation, ac
ceptance inevitable death. The final scene
is white and cold and very silent,
reminiscent of Joyce's The Dead, from
which Silverberg quotes:
"His soul
swooned slowly as he heard the snow
falling faintly through the universe and
faintly falling, like the descent of their last
end, upon all the living and the dead." And
yet as Selig's power is likewise buried in a
blizzard of time, there is a d eepening of his
character, the hints of a re-emergence.
There is the possibility of a spring after the

fades Everything goes. Everything dies." It
is this poignaricp, this bittersweet sense of
I I I it V/ I I IIt m .1. ...
rs.
.
but of __

Movies —

Heavy Traffic
Of late there has been a revival of interest in the 'classical mode' of animated
films, most obviously identified with the
work of the Walt Dishey Studios. Beginning
in the way back when of two or three years
ago, Disney's Fantasia enjoyed a certain
vogue among its first run audience of high
school hippies and second run audience of
kids of twenty years or more. Even more
recently we have seen the general rerelease of numerous otherDisney classics
including Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs, B
ambi, and the beautifully blended
if frighteningly racist compilation of live
action and animation, Song of the South,
along with such later Disney features as
Lady and the Tramp, 707 Dalmations, and
The Aristocats. New Yorkers were afforded
the even grander privilege this summer of a
viewing of a complete retrospective of the
Disney output under the auspices of
Lincoln Center
S i n c e t he 1 9 5 0 ' s, D i s n e y ' s e n t er p r i s e h a s

condition

-

C AR T ER SC H O L Z

Mickey Mouse in Steamboat Willie in ^928
had developed a distinctive visual style
comprised of a unique blend of detailed
naturalism and cartoon fantasy which
made the Disney name an indication of
kind as well as quality. Animation is
probably the most collaborative of all the
film arts, but for whatever reasons, be it
Disney's own presence or simply the ex
citement of developing an art, these films
achieved a kind of coherent vision,
projected through a cohesive style that
offers something which-if only due to the
economic infeasability of such large scale
animation-we will never see again.
Which brings me to Ralph Bakshi's
newest animated feature, Heavy Traffic.
After his extensively flawed, yet

tended to address itself primarily to the G
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an impressive

have been, seeing the past as an inexorable
element of the present,
By the mid-thirties, the Disney Studios,
who began with the first animated sound
cartoon and premier engagement of

somehow promising first feature Frit? the
Cat

-

m n s us o t t h e e r . * h e l d D i s n e y a l o n g
C h a r l i e C h a p l i n , a * «»/»«• u ) //>«• t , i n 
novative geniuses of th e cinema. W hil e Itis
f i l m s , li k e m o s t o t h e r s o f t h e s e t w o f r u i t f u l

de cades,

con ce rn e d
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hoped Vb.u BaksYV* would surpris.-
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range
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of

human

.

purpose. Ne w York street life m a y he every
b ia
t u*
as grotesque and brutalizing as Bakshi
u

themselves

with a
parents suggests,
—oo
• but the r e is still mor e t o it th an he
Disnev films
o rr .. Mo
r e hu
mo r at
and children alike, the Disney
films we
we rr e
e allo
allo ws
ws ff o
,v,o,e
,,u,,,u,
a. least. Bakshi 's,
distinguished by their production quality ul t i m at e c o mi c sensib ility ,s re vealed w he n

universal HUUICIILC
a ud ie n ce co
mpri se d of
universal
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and imaginative substance, as
skillful execution.

well

as he

Like Chaplin and Keaton, Disney's
slapstick comedy and more than occassional terror appealed to children in its
broadest aspects, but provide as well,
especially in the short cartoons of the 30's,
perceptive, reflections of the adult world its conventions, politics, and other
troubles. Though Disney films most often
center upon childhood experiences, these
are filtered through an adult sensibility of
humor
and
social
consciousness,
Childhood is an ongoing part of adulthood,
and these films give us a clearer sense of
who we are by looking back to where we

winter.
The prose is tight and beautiful. There is
not an ounce of fat anywhere. In places,
Silverberg's crisp, clipped writing tends to a
surfeit of leanness, but this is not ob

the age-old .mage of a Y.ddishe
castrating her husband w.th a meat

literizes

mama

cleaver,
The narrative ideas, such as they may be,
might better have been realized through
the use of actors and photographic images,
Even Bakshi seems to realize this, for he
sets his animated plot against a real life
one, the former ending with the narratorcartoonist being martyred, the latter with
him getting his girl. But how, after an hour
and fifteen minutes of horror, does he
expect us to believe that he doesn't really
think things are so bleak.
Still, if you get real stoned
EMMETT GROCAN

Records

Summer craze
Tubular Bells, Mike Oldfield
When the public decides to catch on to
something good (or even something bad,
on occasion), it generally picks a cold
month in which to do it. Record companies
make their promotions then, school's back
in session, artists and managers end their
vacations, and the cities from which most
music originates are repopulated. If you
were around last winter when the Steeleye
Span craze hit the Northeast, you know the
basic ingredients of such an event: a good
record (or two); a good tour, hitting a lot of
college campuses and major markets; and a
lot of play on the radio.
The current "sensation" of rock music
had almost none of these advantages. It
arrived during the early part of July, an LP
available only as an English import and
unavailable in all but a few record shops. It
benefitted from almost no promotion, no

American concerts, nothing really except
airplay, and the music involved is such that
most radio stations will not play it until late
in the evening, if they play it at all. Yet it is
one of the most requested records on
progressive stations in New England, and is
selling briskly weeks before its American
release.
In almost every respect, then, Mike
Oldfield's Tubular Bells is a phenomenon.
The title represents one of the twenty-odd
instruments featured on the album; the
vocals (for lack of a better term) are the
product of a "Nasal Chorus", a "Moribund
Chorus", and what Oldfield claims is a
Piltdown Man. (Wasn't there a Piltdown
Man in the original Masked Marauders?)
Tubular Bells is a more or less con
tinuous, more or less unified piece of more
or less rock music, about twenty-five
minutes on a side. Each side consists of
several main themes which are stated by

one or two instruments, then developed by
a motley assortment of guitars, keyboards,
and voices. The most impressive of these
themes occupies the last five or six minutes
of side one, and is aided by a "Master of
Ceremonies" introducing each instrument

as a Brick, without the editorials, of course,
and the problems Ian Anderson has tying
together forty-five minutes of music arise in
Oldfield's work as well.
The acceptance the album has received
is startling, since it requires a careful
listening, probably a side at a time; it
certainly isn't "party music", except
perhaps for the last hour of your party
when no one can move. The music is
difficult, but compelling; this might be the
record to slap on the turntable when you
read Gravity's Rainbow.
A major American label will release
Tubular Bells soon; until then, you can get
it in Providence if you look around (as
Sweet Pie once said). It looks like a good
autumn for rock (even if you don't count
the Allman Brothers), but there should be
room for a summer craze to reach even
more people.
-RICKY M. BAKER

as it appears.
Most of the first side is light, flowing
"space music", the best I've heard in a
while; side two builds more in the direction
of a heavier Pink Floyd composition, and
contains the previously-mentioned pre
human vocal. It ends with an inexplicable
"Hoedown" section which may be the only
major weakness of the whole work.
Comparisons with other groups or
compositions are hard to call up; in style it
resembles Pink Floyd in many ways, and
shows more imagination than they do in
their latest, Dark Side of the Moon, which
went to Number One around the world. In
concept, Tubular Bells reminds me of Thick
Fresh Fruit/The Brown Daily
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Movies
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3+ HOURS OF GREAT COMEDY,
Mon., 7:30 PM, Brown -

Cheap flicks
DOUBLE INDEMNITY, Fri., 7 PM,
Brown- Carmichael. Barbara
Stanwyck, Fred MacMurray and
Edward G. Robinson star in this
tense version of James Cain's
novel. Billy Wilder directed the
movie about a beautiful lady of
the world who seduces and
insurance
salesman
into
helping her
murder
her
husband so that they can
collect
the
insurance
premiums.
LA BETE
HUMAINE, Fri
Midnight, Brown- Carmichael
Aud. Classic gangster story
which shot Edward G Robinson
to fame. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
and Glenda Farrell also star in
this film in which Robinson
plays a merciless killer.
SWEET CHARITY, Fri., 7 PM,
Barrington College - Easton
Hall. Musical.
SLEUTH, Fri. & Sat., 7:30 PM,
University of R! - Edwards Hall.
Superb mystery with Michael
Cain and Laurence Olivier.
Divulging the plot would ruin
the film.
EXTERMINATING ANGEL, Sat., 7
PM, Brown - Carmichael. A
dinner party from which no one
can"leave sets the scene for this
thriller direacted by Luis
Bunuel. Sylvia Pinal and
Enrique Rambal
star.
Also
showing is Land Without Bread
(Los Hurdos) a d ocumentary by
Bunuel which contrasts the life
of the Spanish poor and the
wealth of the Church
AN AMERICAN IN PARIS, Sat.,
9:30 PM, Brown - Carmichael.
This Oscar winning musical
written by Alan J. Lerner stars
Leslie Caron as a Parisian girl
who falls in love with an
American ex-G.I. turned artists
I (Gene Kelly) despite her long
\ standing affection tor another
\ man. TV\e f ilm \s f amous tor its
I

I

20 minute ballet sequence with

a

score

by

Geo rge

an d

Ira

Gershwin. Directed by Vincente Minelli.
LADY FROM SHANGHAI, Sat.,
midnight, Brown - Carmichael.
Directed by Orson Welles, with
Welles, Rita Hayworth and
Everett Sloan A thriller about
an innocent Irish sailor who
accompanies
a
beautiful
woman and her husband on a
cruise and finds himself framed
for murder.
POSEIDON ADVENTURE, Sun.,
7:30 PM, University of Rl Edwards Aud. Mixes an all-star
cast in the tension packed story
of a group of ocean liner
passengers who attempt to
escape from the ship when is
capsizes during a New Year's
Eve party.

Cinema. A love story, of sorts,
in which a young divorce
lawyer falls victime to his own
Cinematheque. Our Relations
profession. Stars George Segal,
a Laurel and Hardy comedy in
Susan Anspach, Kris Kristofwhich they play duel roles as
ferson and Shelley Winters.
confused twins, a theme which
DETROIT 9,000. Paris Cinema.
started in ancient Greece. In
HEAVY TRAFFIC. Four Seasons
Two Tars Laurel and Hardy getCinema. Animated cartoon by
themselves into lots of trouble
the producers of 'Fritz, the Cat,'
as two sailors on leave. Long
tries to show the baseness and
Pants is a silent film with Harry
dehumanizing treatment of city
Langdon, a lesser known silent
life.
comedian, directed by Frank
MACINTOSH
MAN,
THE.
Capra. Also One A.M.
and
Warwick Cinema and Elmwood
Behind the Screen with Charlie
Theater. A super-spy flick
Chaplin and Battle of the
starring Paul Newman.
Century with Laurel and Ffardy.
ONE THOUSAND AND ONE
FALLEN ANGEL, Tues., 7:30 PM,
DANISH DELIGHTS. Columbus'
Brown - Cinematheque. Fair
Theater. Porno film. Plus,The
drama with Lind Darnell, Alice
Minx.
Faye and Dana Andrews. Otto
PAPER MOON* Four Seasons
Preminger directed this film
Warwick Mall Cinemas. A
about an embittered young
funny, yet sad movie starring
man who hopes to latch onto
Ryan O'Neal and his daughter
Linda after he marries Alice for
Tatum. After meeting at her
her money.
mother's (his lover's) funeral,
HIROSHIMA MON AMOUR,
the two set off on a wild trip
Tues., 8 PM, University of Rl across country to get the young
Independence Hall, free ad
girl to her aunt's house. Tatum,
mission. Love story amidst a
as the businessminded orphan
film full of gore depicting what
steals the whole show with her
happened when the A-bomb hit
performance. Direccted by
Hiroshima.
Peter Bogdanovich
DR. MABUSE DERDR. MABUSE
ROMEO AND JULIET, Four
DER SPIELERM...* Wed., 7:30
Seasons and Warwick Mall
PM, Brown - Cinematheque.
Cinemas. Franco Zeffirelli's
Another documentary in the
rendition of Shakespeare's
series of films about post war
classic story of star-crossed
Germany directed by Fritz
lovers will bring tears to the
Long. The film is about an
eyes of
even
the most
underworld genius, his rise and
unemotional person. Olivia
eventual fall.
Hussey and Leonard Whiting
HAROLOD AND MAUDE, Wed.,
are excellent in the leading
7:30 p.m., University of Rl
roles and the score composed
wards Aud. No one knows but it
and conducted by Nino Rota is
sounds like it's based on the
superb. The scenery and
T V. show Maude.
costuming also help to make
CITIZEN KANE, Thurs., 7:30 &
this an all around excellent
9:45
PM,
Brown
movie.
Cinematheque. Orson Welles
SHOULD SCHOOL GIRLS TELL?
wrote, directed and acted in
and GAMES SCHOOL GIRLS
this film of a brilliant tycoon
who builds up a vast newspaper
PLAY. Strand.
chain, sacrificing personal
STATE OF SEIGE, Avon Theater
happiness. Also with Joseph
Superb film by Costa-Cavras
Cotten.

CA RTOONS,

Brown

-

Thurs.,
70
Big
Mother

P M,

Cof

abo ut
the
k idnant'inu
a nd
execu tion o f a U.S. dip lom at in
a La tin American country. Very

timely and engrossing.
feehouse. Flash Cordon and
TOUCH OF CLASS, Garden City
others.
Cinema. A very touching
Newer films at local theaters
comedy about a love affair
BEAT THE DRUM SLOWLY,
which almost worked until they
Darlton and Garden City
fell in love. Starring George
Cinema. A baseball story in the
Segal and Glenda Jackson.
tradition of Brian's Song.
A
WALKING
TALL,
Midland
baseball player finds out he has
Cinema. True story of Buford
a d eadly disease and keeps it a
Pusser, elected sheriff in Selma,
"secret from everyone so that he
Tennessee several years after
can go on playing until the very
World War II. His attempts to
end. A warm, compassionate
clear up the town's corruption
story.
end in the death of his wife and
CINERAMA, Cinerama. A roundin his being maimed for life.
the-world travelog featuring the
YOUNG
PASSIONS,
THE,
Grand Canyon, Venice, Niagara
Columbus Theater. Starring
Falls, and the Austrian Alps, all
Diana Hardy. Plus Double
in beautiful color.
Invitation.
BLUME IN LOVE, Four Seasons

prr
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Exhibits
ADAMS LIBRARY, Rhode Island
College. Exhibition of paintings
and drawings by Samuel B.
Ames
continues
through
October 5.
WOODS-Grry gallery, R.I. School
of Design. A collection of
Denmark's best
furniture,
glassware and accessories will
be on display for two weeks.
Erik Jorgensen, an architect
from
the
Danish
Trade
Organization's exhibit center in
Copenhagen, arranged the
display of practical art forms.
More than 60 designers are
represented in the exhibit
including Borge-Mogensen,
Rud Thygesen and Johnny
Sorenson.
JOHN
CARTER
BROWN
LIBRARY, Exhibition - entitled
"The Book in Paris in the

Fifteenth
and
Sixteenth
Centures"
HAFFENREFFER
MUSEUM
Bristol. An excellent collection
of Indian artifacts from Alaska
to Peru as well as materials
from African and Asian cultures
are on display.
CEREMONIAL
COSTUMES
Rhode Island School of Design
Museum, through October 14
Examples of 15th through 19th
Century American, European
and Oriental Ecclesiastical and
court attire from the Museum's
collection are on display
T H R E E
Y O U N G
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
RiSD
Museum. Works by Roger Birn
Vince Ferri and Fred Pleasure
will be shown.
PROVIDENCE PUBLIC LIBRARY
708 Hope Street. Exhibition of
hand thrown pottery and
ceramic sculpture by Harry
Spring and Sandra Solomann

Rhode Island
Ravistradt
ec//i t-c/ /Jy
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Anthony Alfano & Diane Watson in The Last Sweet Days of I s a a c
presented by the Cabaret Theater of RIC on Saturday at 8:30 pm
Student Union Ballroom.

\

Theatre, Concerts

JOHN POLCE, Fri., 9 pm, Mouth
piece,
3
Clemance
St.,
Providence.

Coffeehouse, 50 cents. Per
REVUE I AND REVUE II, Fri., 7
pm, Rhode Island Collegeformances of one act plays.
Student Union Ballroom. Five
Refreshments will be served.
young people, accompanied by LASE SWEET DAYS OF ISACC,
a pianist and drummer put on a
Sat., 7 pm, Rhode Island
highly
entertaining
per
College-Student
Union
formance of Broadway Show
Ballroom. Musical performed
by the members of the Cabaret
and popular music. The cabaret
Theater (Revue I and Revue II
style setting is very informal
and wine, beer, soda and
on Friday) in the same cabaret
setting.
cheese plates can be purchased
to nibble on during the show. RHODE
ISLAND
COLLEGE
DANCE COMPANY, Tues., 1
AND MISS REARDON DRINKS A
pm, RIC-Roberts Theater. A
LITTLE, Fri., Sat. & Sun., Brownmini-concert.
Faunce House Theater, $2.50,
students $1.50. Directed by HELLO DOLLY, Chateau de Ville
John Emigh, the play by Paul
Dinner Theater, Warwick Mall.
Zindel is a sort of psychological
A full course dinner and
drama about three sisters (one
Broadway show for as little as
alcoholic and one insane) and
$9.95. Sylvia Sims portrays
the effects that their problems
Dolly Levi, who is determined
have on their lives.
to become the wife of Harace
Vandergelder
played
by
INTERNATIONAL CABARET, Fri.,
William Griffis. Dolly's mat
9 pm, International House-8
chmaking efforts, however,
Stimson Ave., $1.00. Evening
includes entertainment from
meet with a good deal of
resistance from crusty Horace.
various cultures and refresh
Musical was written by Jerry
ments.
Herman.
DRAMA CLUB THEATER, Fri., 8 &
10 pm, Roger Williams College-

KING CRIMSON AND FLO &
EDDY, Fri., 8 pm, Palace
Concert Theater, $4.50 & $5.50.
Presented by Frank J. Ru sso and
WPRO.

Lectures, Misc
SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY IN
THE
16TH
CENTURY
UNIVERSITIES, Tues., 8 pm,
Brown-Barus and Holley 155.
Speech is by Professor Charles
of

the

W«irburg

PAUL WILDE, Fri., 10 pm, BrownBig Mother Coffeehouse, no
admission A folk guitarist from
the Last Minstrel Show.
LEONDA, Sat., 9 pm, Mouth
piece,
3
Clemance
St.,
Providence.
LA BOHEME, Sat., 8 pm,
Veteran's
Memorial
Auditorium. Opera by Puccini
starring Mary Costa and Vahan
Khanzadian.
JOHN ROSENBERG, NANCY
ROSENBERG
AND
PETER
DOMS, Sat., Big Mother
Coffeehouse, 50 cents. Good
time folk music.

Best Bets
ROCK
AND ROLL
YEARS
Thursday Channels 5 6 8 and 9.
Dick Clark hosts this salute to
twenty years of rock and rolll
Performers will include the
Platters Dion Chubby Checker
James Brown Steppenwolf Bill
Haley and his Comets Fats
Domino Fabian Marvin Gaye
and Creedence Clearwater
Revival.

AQER MOON, Four Seasons
and Warwick Mall Cinemas. A
funny, yet sad movie starring
Ryan O'Neal and his daughter
Tatum. After meeting at her
mother's (his lover's) funeral,
the two set off on a wild trip
across the country to get the
girl to her aunt's house.
Directed
by
Peter
Bogdanovich.

SRI
KRISHNA
AND
HIS
MESSAGE, Sun., 5 p m, Vedanta
Society-224 Angell Street.
Swami Sarvagatananda will
speak.

Schmitl

FOLK MUSIC, Fri. & Sat.,
Providence
College-Wooden
Navel Coffeehouse.

I

Rhode Island School of Design
Museum-Galleries.
"Con
versation with the Artist". Fred
Pleasure, a photographer whose
works are currently on display
in the museum will be in the
galleries for discussion or
questions.

POETRY READING, Thurs., 3 pm,
Providence
College-Aquinas
Lounge. Sam Cornish of North
Eastern University will read
from original works.

Television
TORA, TORA, TORA!, Fri., 8:30
pm, Channels 3, 7, & 12. Movie
about Pearl Harbor takes a
semidocumentary look at the
events surrounding December
7, 1941. The film won an Oscar
for its special visual effects but
seems to show that the
Japanese are smarter and
probably should have won the
war.
EVENING AT THE POPS, Fri., 9
pm, Channel 2, Christopher
Parkening, a young but brilliant
guitarist performs Albeniz'
"Leyenda". The Pops selections
include a medley from South
Pacific, "Malaguena" and the
overture to "Donna Diana".
FROM HERE TO ETERNITY, Fri.,
midnight, Channel 7. Burt
Lancaster, Montgomery Clift,
Deborah Kerr, Frank Sinatra
and Donna Reed star in this
excellent drama about the lives
of five people in the few days
before the bombing of Pearl
Harbor. Based on the novel by
James Jones.
ROSEMARY'S BABY, Sat., 8:30
Pm, Channels 5 8 & 9. Mia
Farrow and John Cassavetes are
young marrieds moving into a
foreboding apartment house.

Costa-Gavras' superb f i l m
about the k id nappin g
an d
execution of a U.S. d i pl om at in
a
Latin American country.
Timely and absorbing.
FOLK DANCING, Mon.,,8 pm,
Brown-Lyman Gym, 25 cents.
Instructions for all levels will be
given.
JOHN
D.
ROCKEFELLER
LIBRARY BOOK SALE, Wed., 10
am-3 pm, Brown-Rockefeller
Library-ChaffeeGarden. In case
of rain, the sale will be held
Thurs.

The
terror
begins
when
Rosemary dreams of being
raped by a demon, and then
finds out that she is pregnant.
Suspense is high as Rosemary
tries to find out if her husband,
John, has sold her body, and
perhaps, soul, to the devil.
COOL HAND LUKE, Sat., 9 pm,
Channels 4 & 10. Paul Newman
is excellent as a gutsy prisoner
on a Southern Chain gang
where escape is impossible and
punishment is sadistic. George
Kennedy won an Oscar in 1967
for his portrayal of the boss of
the chain gang crew.
AMERICA, Sun., 5 pm, Channel 5.
A profile of colonial American
in the 17th and 18th centuries.
Alstair Cooke hosts the show
which uses historical paintings
and location footage to set the
scene.
THE GREAT AMERICAN NOVEL,
Sun., 6 pm, Channels 3,7 & 12. A
1968 Emmy winner that ex
plores the bonds between
literature and life. Reading
from Sinclair Lewis's "Babbitt"
and John Steinbeck's "Grapes
of Wrath" are mixed with films
of real people in real places.
Richard Boone reads from "The
Grapes of Wrath" as a camera
follows
an
impoverished
Appalachian family migrating

AND MISS REARDON DRINKS A
LITTLE. This chilling play by
Pulitzer Prize winner Paul
Zindel is a psychological drama
about three sisters and the
games that they play with and
on each other. At Brown.

to Chicago.
FUNNY GIRL, Sun., 7:30 pm,
Channels 5,6,8 & 9. Barbara
Streisand stars in this lavish
musical about the life and
career of Fanny Brice. The
music is great and Omar Sharif
is excellent as Nick Arnstein, a
veteran gambler.

!l I il

EVENING AT THE POPS, Sun., 8
pm, Channels
2,36,44,53.
Ninety year old ragtime
pianist Eubie Blake joins Arthur
Fiedler in celebrating "Old
Timers
Night"
Blake's
selections
in clu d e
"Charlestown
Rag"
and
"Memories of You".

O/M-USH

VVJR.M\T*JRE

At

the

Rhode
Island
School
o/J
D esign's Woo ds-Cer ry m an sio n t
this is a c o lle ction o f Den -i
m ark's best furnit ure glassw are j
and accessories which will bel

EXTERMINATING ANGEL* Al
CITIZEN KANE
Nothing more
can be said about the perennial
but still engrossing classic. An
Orson Welles tour de force.

THE
GROUNDSTAR
CON
SPIRACY, Mon., 9 pm, Channel
4. A fast-paced spy drama
about the demolition of a
secret U.S. space center and a
foul plot to steal a great big
Government secret ~ from a
computer.
BLACK DRAGON RESIDENCE,
Mon. 9 pm, Channel 44. A
Peking Opera about a 12th
Century court scribe and his
unfaithful
mistress.
The
symbolism
in
costumes,
makeup and use of color is a
challenge for non-Chinese
audiences to understand.
SMILE WHEN YOU SAY I DO,
Tues., 8:30 pm, Channels 5,6,8
& 9. Allen Funt tours the
country using his "Candid
Camera" trickery. It is a ll about
the foibles of marriage and
contains some very
funny
responses
from
the
un
suspecting public.
SHE CRIED "MURDER!", Tues.,
9:30 pm, Channels 3,7, & 12.
Justice seems to work in strange
ways, as the man chosen to
head the investigation is the
murderer, himself. Fast paced,
with Telly Savalas and Lynda
George.
TOGETHER:
A
CHUCK
MANGIONE CONCERT, Wed.,
8 pm, Channels 36 & 53. Chuck

dinner party from which no
one can leave sets the scene for
this masterpiece directed by
that arch-dirty old man, Luis j
Bunuel.

Mangione and his quartet jam
with the Rochester Philhar
monic. Mangione plays the
fluegelhorn, piano and electric
organ as well as conducting the
ensemble in some of
his
original compositions.
FARADAY AND COMPANY,
Wed., 9:30 pm, Channels 4 &
10. A crime drama in which
Frank Faraday, a private eye
just finishing a 28 year stint in a
Caribbean prison, sets out for
home to find the man who shot
his partner more than a quarter
of a century ago.
PARTICULAR MAN, Thurs., 8 pm,
Channels 2, 36 & 53. Stacy
Keach gives a brilliant per
formance as Dr. William
Benjamin in this gripping
drama written by Emmy winner
Loring Mandel. Dr. Benjamin's
patriotism is called into
question when he refuses to do
nuclear research for
the
military.
KELLY'S HEROES, Thurs., 9 pm,
Channels 3,7 & 12. Part one.
Clint Eastwood and Telly
Savalas star in this adventurecomedy movie about a group
of soldiers who penetrate the
enemy lines in order to pull off
a 16 million dollar bank holdup
in France.
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An interview with Mayor Door ley

Brown, taxes, and affairs of state
The following is the text of an interview
with Providence Mayor loseph A. Doorley
lr. which was conducted by Fresh Fruit
Executive Editor Robert Stewart in late
August in the Mayor's office in Providence
City Hall. Some of the questions and an
swers have been slightly edited for the sake
of clarity. No words have been changed.
Fruit: The relationship between Brown
and the city of Providence hasn't always
been harmonious as you know. What do
you see as the major problems between
Brown and Providence and how do you see
those problems being resolved?
Doorley: This is not the first time that
I've had that question put to me. I've been
mayor now for nine years and on several
occasions have been to Brown faculty club
luncheons. On any number of occasions I
have participated in class seminars or at
fraternity houses and I might say that all of
the times I've enjoyed it. I might say that
the relationship between Brown, and when
I say Brown I mean the whole of Brown,
and the the whole of the city has been,
well, I think there's much to be desired. To
the best of my knowledge, we are probably
in the third or fourth president of that
college in the last nine years and with each
and every one of them the mayor would
have an opportunity to develop some
social or business contact, uh, with him,
whether it be Barnaby Keany or Heffner or
now Dr Hornig, and I think I might say
that in every one of those occasions I have
found the relationship to be very har
monious. It has not been a political
relationship It has not been a very intimate
social relationship, but the type that maybe
in some other community would have been
deeper but it just isn't that way. I think this
may be attributed to the fact that so many
of the students are from out of state, pr
particularly form out of twn. I think the
exact opposite is true when you look at the
Providence Cohere situation where you'll
Vmd vhe rr\ayov and councWrrxer* traveling
Wx\V\ VVve basV .eV\ia\\ Vearrv because
tViere'a a more permanent situation up
///* v* •

Fresh Fruit
leadershipf

You mean in terms of

fortunate for Brown that the incident
occurred. I think we brought it up before
the Civic Center Authority There was one,
if you recall The extreme side was:don't
even let Brown in the Civic Center any
more. Well I don't subscribe to that. The
point is this: In this situation, those
cheerleaders were guests of the Civic
Center in the sense that they were not the
official body of the university as was
pointed out repeatedly. They did not pay to
get in there. They were admitted as part of
the university. That will stop in the future
and the next time they'll either be officially
part of the university or they will not be
given access to the floor. I would hope that
the situation in the city, in the state, in the
country, would be such that people of all
colors would stand for the national anthem
because they ought to have that much
pride in it. I think we've got to tolerate it,
but we don't have to subscribe to it. We
can object to it, but I don't think we can
literally stretch them by their thumbs until
they stand for the Star Spangled Banner.
Fresh Fruit: Getting away from that area about your relationship with the State

make up his mind. If you recall there was a
period there where he was not saying he
was a candidate. He wasn't saying he
wasn't. Other people were getting itchy.
They were getting concerned whether we
were going to have to build someone at the
last minute,or were we going to have some
adequate time and I was one of those, I
think, primarily responsible for urging him
to make an immediate decision, which he
did make, I believe that was sometime in
March. I did discuss this whole political
situation with him - yes.
Fresh Fruit:.On to national affairs. Would
you reevaluate, would you personally
reevaluate, your position on Senator
McGovern following the Watergate
disclosures?
Doorley: No, let me say this: I don't think
they're related. I think I've made it very,
very plain a number of months ago that I
thought the big problem of the Watergate
situation was the cover up and I think that
is what has destroyed the credibility of the
administration What I said was it was
politically naive to think that people did
not try to find out what was going on in the

distort the news?
Doorley
me

Doorl ey: The leade rship o f t h e schoo l i n

I think there's a lot to be desired in the
relationship, I think many times you are
concerned about the non-tax paying basis
of the city, which is really, really high, I
would venture legitimately to say 35-40
percent. There is the demand for services
Just this summer there was a situation that
was brought to my attention, which I think
does not create good will and that's where
the university rented out to an out-of-state
Model Cities Agencies, its facilities to
secure some money. Since then we have
our own program for disadvantaged young
people We're trying to help young people
get out of the city in the summer and it
seems Brown is bringing -them in. Things
like that I think should be talked out, and
let me say this, the door is always open on
thisend.
Fresh Fruit. What were both your per
sonal and official reactions to the whole
incident of the Brown cheerleaders at the
Civic Center and the City Council's
resolution?
Doorley: You're asking for my personal
reaction; I think I pointed it out publicly
also. I think it's distressing to see anyone
not stand for the Star Spangled Banner.
However, I don't believe that I can force
anybody to stand for the Star Spangled
Banner. I think in this day and age, in the
courts, they wouldn't require you to do
We'd like to see it. I think it was un-

that

I think I have had reporters tell

they have

instructions to

scandal
in
city
hall
Doorley's net worth is

the

one sense and more locals stay here, if not
in the city at least in the state Sons of
fathers that you know through political
activity or through business— I think there's
a much more relaxed atmosphere. Now,
one of my biggest objections has been that
South Main St. and the adjacent streets
along there are more or less like a barrier
between the rest of the community. Now I
hate to say this and many people justifiably
might fault me by saying "Well, why don't
you make more effort to break down that
arrier," whether it be with Brown or with
the Fast Side, but I think it's fair to say that
whenever I'm invited to participate it's very
seldom, unless there's a real conflict, that I
do not

you looking for endorsements for. The
problem I have is that many people were
assuming that I was showing such a lack of
interest by not actually getting out there,
that possibly I wasn't going to run. They
were urging me to be more positive. So
once I started to be more positive people
started questioning what is he pushing so
hard for? So I was caught in a quandry
there. Now I have other endorsements that
we held in abeyance because the fact is we
haven't seen any candidate. If a candidate
emerges, then those people will have to
make up their minds and we will solicit a
lot harder. Right now we more or less check
the situation. I have assurances from at
least three other wards that they're in my
corner. Why cause any hard feelings or
upset anything if things are seemingly
going all the same way. Like someone
pointed out, Mr. McGarry and I do not
always agree. We have been friends for ten
years. I think that the value of the friend
ship is that you can disagree and still be
friends. Certainly, I can't support the idea
of using public works equipment [of which
Mr. McCarry is head —Ed.) to set up a
bandstand for a council candidate, which I
realized happened the earlier part of this
week. In the past we have used public
equipment to allow a p olitical candidate to
make a p resentation. That has always been
a candidate for President of the U.S. John
Chaffee asked me to set ,Up the stand in
front of city hall for Rockefeller. Well,
c ertainly, as a courtesy to the governor and
as a potential nominee fq'r the Presidency, I
think that's as far as we go. I don't think
we'll see that happen again
Fresh Fruit A subject you feel strongly
about, the Providence lournal. Frequently
we'll read a story in the lournal and then
the next day they'll have a story where you
will say the headline is misleading. What
do you think the problem is there? Do you
think that, they are consciously trying to

House, both past and present. Have you
perceived any qualitative difference in the
kind of relations you had between
Governor Licht's administration and now
Governor Noel's administration? For
example, did you feel you were more
listened to by one or the other, or had more
influence with one or the other, or do you
feel that it's about the same?
Doorley: No, I would say it's about the
same There is one exception Governor
Licht was and I hope still is, a great friend
of mine. He was always more state
oriented. He was a much more liberal man
than either myself or Governor Noel, I
might point out, so I don't want to say that
more liberal than Noel and not more liberal
than Doorley. He did not have the
knowledge of the cities and towns that
Governor Noel has. Having been a mayor,
and having fought the so-called real
property tax battle, I think Governor Noel
has repeatedly expressed to me his concern
that before the state imposes programs on
the city and town, that it have a companion
appropriation. Other than that, I would say
my relationship with both administrations
was, and has been, and I hope will continue
to be excellent.
Fresh Fruit: What was the extent ot your
discussions with Governor Licht about his
decision not to seek reelection?
Doorley: Well I discussed it with him on
many occasions and I think it's fair to say
that first of all, I would have supported
Governor Licht if he had elected to run. I
thought that the man, he did what he had
to do, and I would not back away from him,
because, after all, I was one of those
primarily responsible for him running in the
first instance I went and talked with him
on two different occasions; I believe in '68

and 70, but in '68 also I was very candid
with him and told him what I thought his
chances of winning were in '68. I told him
what I thought his chances were of winning
in '70 and I also told him what I thought his
chances were of winning in '72 and I told
him they were not encouraging. I did
recommend to him very strongly that he
Page Six/Fresh Fruit/The Brown Daily Herald/September 27, 7973

opposite politicial camp I don't say that
we pay anybody $1000.00 a week; I don't
say we pay anybody anything in the city of
Providence; I don't think we have to There
are always those friends who want to let
you know what's going on. The McGovern
campaign was in trouble from its inception
and so was the Muskie one, by the way. I
was a Muskie supporter. I think Senator
McGovern was reaching, reaching,
reaching all the time, and he'd go as far left
as was necessary to grab off a handful of
votes. I think its fair to point out that of the
16 million people who participated in
Democratic primaries throughout the
country, Senator McGovern only received
25 percent of that vote, but he received it in
such areas that he picked up all the
mavericks. Once he got the grab bag he
didn't know what to do with it and he fell
apart Then, what he was trying to do was
to move himself back toward the center
and as he did, was progressively alienating,
in other words, those people who believed
that marijuana should have been legalized
They supported McGovern because that's
what he said. Those people who believed in
(-ay Liberation supported McGovern
because they felt he was more liberal in this
area than anybody else. As he moved, once
he received the nomination, he was trying
to back off and got himself deeper and
deeper into trouble.
Fresh Fruit: As you know, there's been
ward by ward, I don't know exactly what
the total is now, but people have been
lining up behind you, endorsing you for the
mayoralty race. How do you evaluate
that....I think you said before you have not
made a definite decision.
Doorley: Well, I haven't made the of
ficial public announcement because you
know, once you do that, suppose' you
casually invite me to go on to the Herald,
and the next day, any other potential
candidate you have to give them equal
time. My inclination is to run again.
Otherwise, I would not have solicited or
sought endorsements. Mr. McCarry, who is
a very close friend of mine, asked what are

Find
out
and what

tind

a

what

it was
worth when he first came into office. I
don't say that the men themselves want to
do this. I don't say that everybody in the
lournal is my enemy; that's ridiculous. I'll
bet you if you poll them I'd have more
triends than I'd have enemies. I get along
very good with the reporters.
But there's no question that the top
people want me out. My best rebuttal to
the newspaper is to rely on other sources,
and that's why we've been having af
ternoon press conferences. By the time the
lournal gets the news it's dead. As long as
this situation continues, we would do the
same thing. Now, I hate like heck to hurt
the guy who is making a living looking for
news, but I'm not going to just stand
around and be kicked in the teeth and not
fight back. Now I consider the radio a
tremendous media, I consider the
television a very strong media. I may not
get the best pictures all the time but you'll
see a picture in the paper sometimes of a
blowup. Now the guy takes 50 pictures. It
looks to me like they take the worst one.
People will meet me on the street and say
"Boy, you've lost a lot of weight." It's the
picture, as you know how it can be done. I
don't let the Journal upset me. Many times
I don't even buy it or read it. I come in here
to find out. They have some clippings on
the desk.
I'll continue to go the way I'm going
feeling assured that hopefully there's
nothing wrong in the administration. I
could not be like Richard Nixon and say
that our situation could exist for 8 or 9
months because I was not aware of it,
because otherwise I would clean house in
here with my own staff. I think the lournal
has a very negative approach to almost
everything that happens in this community.
ey pride themselves in supporting
something, and then the next thing you
know they tear it down. I see very few
complimentary things about the Civic
Center any longer, despite the fact that it
has become a money maker like we never
envisioned. It's bringing people downtown;
it put Providence and will put Providence
on the map
Fresh Fruit: Thank you, Mr. Mayor.
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Back
to School
Sale
tension reliever *599

symphony system *999

IMIKKO
•

Miracord

Sansui

"According to this theory we should always be seeking and hovering around situa
tions that are associated with tension reduction", from Learning, by Mednick. One
of the easiest ways to relieve those tensions throughout the school year is th is Sansui,
Ohm, Miracord system from Tech Hifi. The stresses and strains of school will disap
pear when you hear the sweet s ounds from the Ohm C loudspeakers (specially designed
by Ohm Acoustics to reproduce all frequencies the human ear hears). The Sansui 350a
AM/FM stereo receiver is equipped with FET tuning section and FM noise canceler
circuit. (And like all Sansui receivers the 350a comes housed in a walnut cabinet).
The Miracord 620U is included in this system complete with base, dustcover and ADC
magnetic cartridge.

COMPONENT SPECIALS
SALE
A R 4x t w o - w a y a c o u s t i c sus
p e n s i o n b o o k s h e l f spea kers
Koss K6LC
K o ss K 6
Superex ST PROBV
S h u r e M 9 1 E D ca r t ri d g e

~ M>re/co" E^

Many stereo manufacturers promise to bring the concert hall into your listening room,
but only a few deliver it. This Bose/Nikko/Phillips system for $999 - is truely "the
thousand dollar concert hall." The Bose 901 loudspeakers have secured a reputation
for accurate reproduction, but Audio Magazine summed it all up in saying "the illusion
of the orchestra spread across the wall is uncanny." Tech Hifi has selected the Nikko
7070 AM/FM stereo receiver with its 68 rms watts to power the Bose 90l's amply
whether the performs nee is chorus concerto or cantata. Every musician has an archive
of recordings to take pride in. Save your sounds with the Phillips servo-automatic
turntable (with ADC I00Q cartridge installed). This combination will play even the
most formidible dynamic passage comfortable. The Symphony System also has one ad
vantage over the live performance - tic kets are free and performance is every night.
** The Bose 901s are a trade marked Direct/Reflecting loudspeaker selling for the
fair trade price of $476/set.

LIMITED QUANTITIES

List

$ 1 5 0 / p r . K L H 3 5 t u rn t a b l e / r e c e i v e r , c e n t e r
section only, 40 rms watts
Tech pr* 29.95
T e a c A - 2 4 st e r e o c a s se t t e d e c k
Tech pr* 22.50
B i c / L u x 7 1 / 3 R 1 0 0 w a t t A M /F M
T e c h p r * 5 9 . 9 5 re ceive r

SALE

List

$299

$416

139

189

330

497

$ 98

17.95

54.95

C o m e i n t o T e c h H i f i t o f i n d o u r l o w sale p r i c e .

165 angell St.,prov,831-hifi

tech hifitech hifitech hifi
Quality Components at the Right Price

Quality Components at the Right Price

other stores located thruout Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan and Illinois.

V

Quality Components at the Right Price

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back - 90 Day Price Credit — 60 Day Defective Exchange
One Year Speakers Trial - Five Year Warranty - Thirty Day Price Protection — R ain Check Policy

J
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The way things are
Army of junkies
New York Congressman Charles Rangle recently
returned from a tour of Southeast Asia to charge that
American officials there are doing nothing to stop the
flow of hard drugs into the U.S. The known trafficking, he
reported, was repeatedly ignored by U.S. government
officials as long as the countries involved were "anticommunist."
Although the Congressman reported a wider use of
_ h eroin in American troops today than during a similar trip
two years ago, he said that the American military is less
concerned about the problem than before. He predicted
that these men now stationed in Southeast Asia will soon
return home to face the "Army of junkies" living in the
U.S. President Nixon, he charged, is more concerned with
communism than drug addiction, although the latter
presents a far greater threat to the nation. He plans to ask
Congress to cut off aid to those countries involved in drug
sales to the U.S.
Invisible man
Neville Reid of Blyth, England, can't get a passport
from the British government because the passport office
says he doesn't exist. After recently applying for a
passport to take his family on*a vacation to Spain, he was
denied his request. His problem is that as a child he was
found abandoned and raised as a ward of the state. He
was later named after a government official and the street
on which he was found. The British passport office insists
that without birth or baptismal certificate, there is no
proof that Reid exists, one of the pre-requisites for being
granted a visa.
Space egg
The skies around Criffen, Georgia have been the scene
of dozens of flying saucer reports in the past, but the
strangest of all was the report of the falling golden egg.
Griffen resident Ress Clanton says that he observed a
golden object the size of a chicken's egg, spinning to the
ground about five miles out of town. The egg, he said, was
not falling freely, but at a controlled rate. Upon impact
the egg apparently destroyed itself, leaving a shallow hole
in the ground Researchers from a nearby experimental
station said they found nothing odd about the site, except
that the shallow hole was 300 degrees hot.
Curiouser and curiouser
Were there actually two "Lee Harvey Oswalds" at large

in the streets of Mexico City and Dallas in the days im
mediately preceding the assassination of President
Kennedy? According to Boston's Real Paper, there were,
and one was planted by the C.I.A. Reporter Bob Katz
reports that he has obtained Warren Commission Exhibit
631, a C.I A. memo from Mexico City describing a visit by
a Lee Oswald to the Soviet embassy there before that
November. A photograph of the man, the memo allegedly
says, bears no resemblance to the man shot by Jack Ruby.
The mysterious Mexican visitor is described as being 11
years alder, several inches taller and more heavily built
.. than the real Oswald.
Critics of the Warren Commission charge that at the
time the discrepancy was reported with evidence, but was
not paid much attention to, although it was accompanied
by a letter from then-CIA director Richard Helms. They
also accuse Warren witnesses of reciting impossible
testimony about the real Oswald. The upshot, if the
theory proves true, is that a second Oswald was planted
as a p atsy, and the whole thing will smack of "intricate
conspiracy."
Second-guessing the Supreme court
A Michigan State computer has predicted that the U.S.
Supreme Court will not order President Nixon to
surrender the so-called White House tapes. Used by
political science professors there for several years, a CDC
6500 computer has made amazingly accurate predictions
about the Supreme court's decisions during that period.
According to Prof. Harold Spaeth, eight out of the nine
justices will only suggest that he give them up, but will
fall short of actually ordering him to do so. Since this will
not constitute the "definitive order" demanded by the
President, he will thus not turn over the tapes. The CDC
6500 has had 90.9 percent accuracy in predicting
previous actions by the superior courts.
Aiming low
A federal magistrate in South Dakota has dropped
assault charges against American Indian movement
leader Carter Camp in connection with the shooting of
AIM national director Clyde Bellecourt. The charges were
dropped after the local judge decided that the U.S.
government had not been able to link Camp with the
shooting. Bellecourt never did press charges against
Camp, and other witnesses to the shooting in which
Bellecourt was badly hurt refused to testify.

Bellecourt reported from his hospital bed in Min
neapolis that he would not participate in "the govern
ment's plot to destroy the AIM movement." In the
meantime, Camp is being held in a South Dakota jail on
$70,000 bail on charges connected with the take-over of
Wounded Knee last spring.
Worms in your soup
<
The U.S. Senate has begun hearings in Washington in
efforts to end the contamination of tons of canned food
goods by filth and foreign matter. The Senate Health
Subcommittee is examining a recent general accounting
office study which found that 39 million pounds of
contaminated canned and frozen food products were
seized in a 15-month period. The GAO said that the
seized products contained excess levels of worms, in
sects, mold, rot, mud, oil, grease, stones, rust, paint, and
other foreign matter. The 39 million pounds, they said,
was the result of the U.S. inspectors' visits to food plants,
which take place only once every seven years.
Chock full of speed
A South Carolina psychiatrist has found a simple
replacement for the controversial amphetamine pills that
are often prescribed to treat "hyperactive" children. Dr.
Robert Schackenberg suggest that the youngsters be
given two cups of coffee instead. Hundreds of thousands
of U.S. school children are daily treated with "ups" to
"cure" their hyperactivity and learning problems. In the
American journal of Psychiatry, Dr. Schnackenberg
reports that two cups of coffee given to a child each day
can cure these symptoms without producing the un
pleasant effects of taking speed.
Casanova Christ
The international controversy over the proposed Xrated movie "The Love Life of Jesus Christ" is now
threatening to cancel the film Denmark had originally
promised $100,000 in government funds to help make the
movie, but protests from Pope Paul VI and the French
government have given them second thoughts. But the
most serious protest was a bomb found on the doorstep
of the Danish ambassador to Rome. The Danish govern
ment has received over 200 protests a day about the film,
which according to the director depicts Christ in orgy and
brothel scenes, and is on the verge of cancelling their
grant

Prov. ga 1-9018
10 AM to 8 PM
SPECIAL OFFER THIS MONTH!!
'4'j SELECTED LPs

A new opportunity for
advertisers to reach
Rhode Island's entire
college population.

For information,
call Fresh Fruit:

$2.98 each OR 3 f or $7.50
or 5 for $10.00

WORSHIP
SUNDAY MOR
NINGS
AT
SECOND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 500
HOPE STREET (ONE MILE
NORTH OF
THE BROWN
CAMPUS). ELEVEN O'CLOCK
S E R V I C E .
T E A C H I N G
POSITIONS
(WITH
SOME
REMUNERATION) OPEN IN
SUNDAY SCHOOL, 9:45 TO
10:45. CALL PASTOR RODNEY
HOUCK AT 351-3902 OR 8611136 IF INTERESTED.

JOY MAY
CANTONESE
RESTAURANT
superb cantonese cuisine
787 Hope Street
ORDERS PUT UP TO T AKE OUT
PHONE 621-9818

(401)863-3261
or write Box K
Providence, Rl 02912
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